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What can I say but well done. The first two Friday nights of racing have been 
outstanding with an average of 43 riders per meet. Each week has highlighted the 

importance of everyone getting in and helping. The success of the race nights is 
simply the effective interaction and harmonious working environment that has been 

established by the committee and the racing families. I applaud each and everyone for 
your commitment and enthusiasm. 
 

MEMBERSHIP 

  

As mentioned earlier, race numbers have really increased (almost doubled last year). I 
ask that everyone please make sure that all of the paper work (membership / BMXA 
& BMXWA documentation) are filled out and submitted. Our club Registrar and 

Secretary would like to have all paper work completed and sent off , along with the 
money to the appropriate bodies ASAP. 

 
NORTH WEST CHAMPIONSHIPS 

 

Due to unforeseen circumstances, the first round of the North West Championships 
which was scheduled for the 21st / 22nd April in Tom Price has been cancelled. With 

this in mind, I have decided to reschedule the Championships to suit. Instead of being 
a 4 round event, it will now be a 3 round event, having the first round scheduled for 
the 16th & 17th June in KARRATHA. Nomination forms will be posted during April.  

 
CLINICS 

 
It is really exciting to see such a wide range of riders turning up to the Clinics. We are 
seeing approximately 20 – 25 members attending each Wednesday which is excellent. 

I am particularly happy to see the camaraderie being shown between riders. This has 
been noticed and will be encouraged to continue. We have seen riders with advanced 

skills helping out those with less skills and so on. Well done to everyone. I would also 
like to thank the parents who have come out to support their kids, along with those 
who have offered to help out. Thanks to Allan, Peter and John. 

We still need parents to fill out the Clinic registration form and pay the fee ($30.00). I 
would like to put an order to BMXA for Clinic based merchandise but can’t until the 

fees have been paid. If anyone has any questions / queries etc, please don’t hesitate to 
ask. 
 

 
 

 
 

           BMX Clinic                                            
        Wednesdays    

 6pm – 7pm 

    All riders welcome. 



 
 

 
 

 
 

CLUB SHIRTS / HATS  

 
The Club shirts are now available to order. 

Details and order forms available from Kim at the Canteen. 
Don’t forget the Club stubbie holders are available for sale.  
Yep, you got it………………..at the Canteen. 

 
CANTEEN 

 
The Canteen will be open every race night as well as being open during the BMX 
Clinics for drinks this year. Thanks must go to Kim for her commitment.  

 
What is available at the Canteen (Race nights); 

 
Sport Drinks   Hamburgers  Tea   Conversation 
Water    Sausage Rolls  Coffee  Interaction 

Soft Drinks   Lollies   Milo  BMX Info 
 

Please support our canteen. It is an important asset of the club. 
 
SAFETY 

 
It is of paramount importance that everything we do at the track, both on and off 

addresses all safety issues. We are committed to ensure that our racing is done in a 
safe manner. The sport of BMX alone is classified as being an extreme sport BUT the 
management, education and mannerisms by those who participate often determine 

how extreme, extreme is. 
This season, we have introduced safety railing and demarcation to a few places 

around the track. In the past, riders were able to ride across the track and often 
creating near misses with racing riders. To eliminate this unsafe practice, the railing 
and demarcation will stop riders from riding across the track, in particular the area of 

the start / finish area…………SAFETY FIRST. We encourage everyone to walk 
around the start hill and not in front of it.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

OTHER SAFETY ISSUES 

 
We have reintroduced a NO RIDING area around the track. This area is around the 

Canteen. Again too many near misses have been highlighted, with a few collisions 
having occurred. PLEASE WALK YOUR BIKES IN THIS AREA. 
 

I would like to clarify a few issues in relation to bike safety. 
After consultation with BMXA and UCI, bikes are allowed to have; 

a) front brakes 
b) gears 

It is however recommended not to have these items on your bike (for racing) as they 

may cause injury to the rider /s in the event of an accident (cuts etc). 
The standard safety equipment for bike and rider still stands 

Riders. 

Helmet, Gloves, long sleeved shirt, long trousers, enclosed footwear, socks, not 
anklets.  

Bikes 

Padding to Goose neck, handlebars, frame bar & rear brakes 

 
Bikes are NOT allowed to have; 

a) mudguards 

b) bells 
c) reflectors 

d) chain guards 
e) streamers  
f) mirrors 

 
 I would like to apologies for any confusion I may have created, as my 

actions were purely safety orientated. 

 
GET WELL SOON 

 
Some of you may have noticed that Don and Lesley Thomas have not been seen at the 

track recently. This is because Don has been unwell. On behalf of the Club, we wish 
you a speedy recovery Don and hope to see you both at the track soon. 
 

That’s it from me. Here’s hoping we continue to have a great season. Don’t forget the 
articles for XBR, ideas for club development, North West Championships and so on. 

 
See you on the TRACK 
Cheers 

Michael Gooden 
President 

0427 083 498 



 
 

   


